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Why Innerglass Windows?
Thank you for your interest in Innerglass Window 
Systems, LLC, makers of The Perfect Storm! Our 
custom-made windows are the most affordable, 
convenient and energy efficient way to upgrade your 
existing windows. The Innerglass window is not a 
replacement window, nor is it a traditional storm 
window. Instead, it brings together the benefits of both 
while eliminating the difficulties each of these options 
can present. Innerglass windows are significantly more 
effective at insulating your home and lowering your 
heating and cooling bills than a traditional outside 
storm window, without the expense of installing 
replacement windows.

The Innerglass window is a vinyl-framed, glass interior window that mounts on the inside of your 
primary window using our Compression-Fit technology. It seals tightly, eliminating drafts, condensation 
and outside noise. The Compression-Fit Advantage eliminates the need to install a track for the window to 
sit in, thus providing an airtight fit, even for windows that are not perfectly square. Innerglass windows 
are so quick and easy to install, most people do it themselves. They also come with options like Low E 
glazing, tempered glass, laminated or Plexiglass to further improve their efficiency.

Because there is no carpentry required to install Innerglass windows, you avoid all of the headaches 
associated with installing replacement or traditional storm windows. Not only that, our windows do not 
disturb the integrity of your existing windows, so they are perfect for historic renovation, condominiums 
and commercial applications. Our windows are available in three colors and fit so well with your existing 
windows, they are virtually invisible, especially from the outside.

Innerglass Windows pass all the tests!
Our windows were tested for air infiltration by the
Vermont Energy Investment Corporation for the 
This Old House television show. At wind speeds of 
25 mph, our windows performed 7X better than 
the industry standard!

Innerglass windows were also tested by Intertek 
Testing Services for their noise reduction capabilities. 
Our windows performed so well that we earned a 
qualification which allowed us to supply windows to 
homes and business around the construction sites 
during the Boston Central Artery Project. The noise 
reduction was so dramatic that even after our windows 
were hermetically sealed and tested again, those results 
were only a fraction better that when they were tested
without being sealed. Now that’s The Compression-Fit Advantage! “

”
What a difference the windows have 
made! The soundproofing is amazing. 
We now have to look outside to tell if 
the wind is blowing. - Arthur Z.
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Compression-Fit makes it Easy to Install
Installing Innerglass windows is literally as easy as 1-2-3!

1) Cut the header channel to fit the inside

     of the top of your window frame and 

                       secure the channel in place.

    2) Squeeze the compression sides

            in to insert the top of the  

              window into the header    

         channel, then continue     

         pressing the sides in from

          top to bottom as you push

          it in place.

3) Drill a 3/32” hole on each side,

     in front of the window about

    1/3 of the way up from the sill

     and insert the blocking pins.

Projects Completed
This Old House – Salem • US Military Academy at West Point • Boston Central Artery Project 
Olana Mansion • Grand Portage National Monument • Coe Hall Museum • Rutgers University

Butler McCook House • Lafayette County Courthouse • Rutland Free Library • Eliot Hotel
Avon Congregational Church • Granville Town Hall • Sunnydale Academy • Fuss & O’Neil Engineers 

Southampton Historical Society • Wickham Library • Little Red Schoolhouse • Bayside Historical Society 
Raintree B & B • Wiremold Corporation • Fort McHenry • Huntington House Museum • Hotel Fauchere

Germantown Jewish Center • Cambridge Hotel • Henry Whitfield Museum • House & Garden TV
E. Windsor Historical Society • Penniman Architects • Winvian Seth Bird House • Saint Luke’s Metcalf House 

EMS Inc. • Ferndale Historical Society • Van Syckle’s Tavern • Canton Museum • St. Francis Church
Allen Mansion • Canajoharie Library • Mahopac Schools • Binbrook Memorial Hall • Pettibone Tavern

 Scott’s Bluff National Monument • Mansion Ridge • Loughry & Lindsey LLC • Altnaveigh Inn
Wirth County Courthouse • Fort Laramie National Historic Site • Antietam National Battlefield

Hilltown Historical Society • Bixby Library & Museum • S. Windsor Historical Society

“”
We had all 21 windows done 
before supper, I couldn’t be 
happier. - Marilyn C.
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Compression-fits
to any window, no 

matter how crooked!

Preserve the history. Keep the original windows.
Innerglass windows are “The Perfect Storm” for insulating historic homes 
and buildings. The standards that define a “historic” home or building
are very specific. The original window units are part of the building’s 
historic integrity and replacement of these windows is strongly 
discouraged. The guidelines specifically say, “If the original windows 
are in place, repair and retrofit of these windows is preferred.” That’s 
where Innerglass comes in. Because our windows compression-fit 
inside of the stops of the primary window, there is no need to disturb 
the integrity of the original windows. And because each of our windows 
are custom made to fit  the exact measurements of each window, they 
are extremely efficient for windows that are no longer square, which is
very often the case in historic homes and buildings.

Innerglass windows are also a great way to insulate 
condominium windows, which can often be significantly 
less efficient than a window you would find in a house.

“

”

Your windows 
are everything 
we hoped they 
would be. They 
are attractive 
and fit very 
well with the 
architecture.
- Chuck P.

The Fort McHenry ProjectThe Fort McHenry Project
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Innerglass gives you options
Innerglass Windows Systems, LLC also produces Double-Hung
and Slider windows that fit inside of your existing window. We 
are also proud to offer interior compression-fit screens and full 
opening exterior screens for your existing windows. For more 
information on our various window and screen options, please
call us at (800) 743-6207.

All Innerglass windows are available with hard coat pyrolytic
Low-E glass. This advanced technology further enhances energy
conservation and efficiency by allowing visible light through but
acting like a heat mirror, doubling the R-value by reflecting the
room heat and your body heat back inside in the winter, and 
reflecting the sun’s heat out in the summer. Low E glass also 
blocks most of the UV light and solar heat that can damage 
furniture and carpeting.

The Eliot Hotel ProjectThe Eliot Hotel Project

“
”

I am a woman with no carpentry 
experience and I completed the 
measuring and installation myself. 
It was a breeze.
- Jean K.
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